
FRICTIONLESS THAT FITS

WHY RETAILERS NEED A FORWARD-THINKING  
APPROACH TO FRICTIONLESS CHECKOUT 

—



THE 
REINVENTION  
OF RETAIL

While recent rumors of retail’s 
demise may have been greatly 
exaggerated, there’s no refuting the 
sector is in the middle of a massive 
transformation. 

The Deloitte Global Powers of Retail 2018 
report supports this assessment. The research 
study, which analyzes trends from 250 of the 
world’s largest retailers found transformation is 
happening at a faster pace than ever, creating 
problems for retailers accustomed to “balancing 
conventional performance metrics like growth, 
profitability, and space productivity.”



For grocers, high labor costs are nothing 
new. In the U.S., according to the National 
Grocers Association, labor costs take 
up approximately 14 percent of grocers’ 
average revenues.  

RISING COSTS. 
SHRINKING 
CUSTOMER BASE.

Nielsen reports similar high labor costs 
in many Western European markets as 
well. While increased wages may lead to 
employee retention, there’s not always a 
direct correlation to customer retention.



Within today’s retail landscape, it’s also 
more difficult for retailers to maintain 
a loyal customer base. Retailers face 
a wave of competitors offering new 
products, services and technologies that 
make consumer shopping experiences 
more engaging and convenient. 

This is an underlying reason for the 
buzz around “frictionless checkout,” 
the move for grocers to use technology 
that removes resistance or friction from 
consumers’ in-store transactions to 
reduce wait times and improve overall 
shopping experiences.



THE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS

Traditional brick-and-mortar competitors are bad enough. However, 
much like video killed the radio star, competition from emerging sources 
has proven to be a tough opponent for brick-and-mortar only stores. 



Online and social media shopping options, subscription services, 
and manufacturer direct-to-consumer distribution are just a few 
of the new options blurring the lines between physical and digital 
channels and cross-industry. 

With consumers turning their backs on the brand-loyalty model, 
and turning their business toward newcomers and new ways of 
researching, buying, and fulfilling, leading retailers are looking 
to start future forward initiatives to remain viable and position 
themselves for ongoing success in this new frontier of retail.



Despite these challenges, the current 
physical retail environment is far from 
dire. Rather, this tipping point is creating 
opportunities for retailers to reinvent 
themselves and develop deeper, more 
meaningful relationships with customers. 

This whole new world of retail means retailers 
must go beyond merely adding channels 
for shopping, and fundamentally shift their 
philosophies around customer service 
and engagement. It also means making 
strategic investments that will bring digital 
transformation to the store. 

Why? Because combining the ease of online 
shopping with the real-world experiences 
that can only occur inside a store means that 
retailers can achieve the best of both worlds, 
eliminating inefficiencies and delivering a 
superior level of service that can’t be beat. 

HOW TO 
REIMAGINE 
RETAIL 



STEPPING 
UP THEIR 
GAME — AND 
SPENDING

Retailers are heeding reality’s 
call. According to a recent RIS 
News report, 100 percent of all 
surveyed retailers are currently 
engaged in “a major digital 
transformation game plan,” with 
overall IT spending expected to 
jump by 5.6 percent in 2018. 



And while attention-grabbing 
headlines around frictionless 
or cashier-less checkout create 
pressures to keep up with the (retail) 
Joneses, this represents just one 
example of new shopping journeys 
and may not be ideal for all retailers 
to adopt at the same pace. 

In short, transformative 
technologies are only effective if 
they are implemented in a way that 
best supports a retailer’s brand, 
goals, and vision. 



There is a spectrum of shopping experiences, which means 
there is no one type of shopper or set of shopper preferences.

ONE SIZE DOES 
NOT FIT ALL



Take changing age demographics, for instance. The Pew Research Center determined that 
Millennials, born between 1981 and 1997, account for 27 percent of the global population with 
nearly 2 billion people in this age group worldwide — representing a tremendous amount of buying 
power for decades to come. We’ve read all about Millennials. They tend to be less loyal, prefer 
spending on experiences rather than things, and are more likely to be influenced in a  
crowd-sourced way vs. traditional advertising. 

We also have Baby Boomers, who are living longer and represent a significant influence within the 
shopper pool. This generation is marked by more brand loyalty, pride of ownership, and a more cautious 
adoption of new technologies.  

BABY BOOMERS  
Still represent a large 

percentage of the population

GEN X 
More spending power than 

any other generation

MILLENNIALS 
Loyalty influenced by  

crowd-sourced vs. 
advertising channels

GEN ALPHA  
Never lived without 

technology & will have buying 
behaviors not yet known



THE NOT SO 
GREAT DIVIDE

Generational differences are just 
one example illustrating the broad 
shopper spectrum.

Buying habits vary based on urban vs. 
rural, preference for self-service vs. 
high-touch service, shopping frequency, 
and many other personal influences that 
drive behavior and loyalty. 



Continuous Consistent Connected Convenient Customized

What does this mean? Retailers cannot win against the competition by innovating for 
innovation’s sake. They need to become “phygital” — blending elements of the physical and 
digital realms — in a way that fits their brands and best serves a diverse consumer base. 

NO MATTER WHAT, ALL CONSUMERS 
EXPECT THEIR EXPERIENCES TO BE:



THE  
CONVENIENT TRUTH 

Cross-generational appeal is just one example of how retailers 
meet the expectations and desires of their shoppers. Retailers also 
need to offer a variety of convenient checkout options  
to match the needs and desires of today’s consumers.



THE REST OF THE (REINVENTION) STORY

While frictionless checkout is bright and shiny, it’s not the only game in town. Success lies in a 
retailer’s ability to use technology as a tool that appeals to their customers and, at the same 
time, aligns to their business objectives. 



RETAILERS MUST LOOK AT A VARIETY 
OF INVESTMENTS TO GET WHAT 
THEY’RE TRULY AFTER:

Providing consumers with 
the choices they expect 
around shopping, payment 
and order fulfillment with an 
understanding these “choices” 
are highly individualized

Offering experiences that 
appeal to a broad array 
of shoppers to foster 
evolving relationships 
with existing shoppers 
while attracting new ones 

Creating connections that 
drive profitability through 
personalized offers and loyalty 
programs that reflect a deep 
understanding of shopper 
preferences and behaviors

Paving the way for 
continued growth, 
leveraging existing 
assets and making 
strategic investments 
toward the future

This means focusing resources on the areas in the store that can provide the most significant return on 
investment in terms of revenues, customer satisfaction and loyalty. 



POWER ASSOCIATES. 
PLEASE CONSUMERS. 

What’s next for the in-store experience? While the answer 
might not yet be completely concrete, there are things 
retailers can do to prepare today.



A MARATHON, 
NOT A SPRINT

Just as Rome wasn’t built in a day, the future retail 
store won’t happen overnight. Retailers must chart 
their own respective courses towards the store of 
the future, based on appealing to consumers while 
aligning with business objectives. 



From enhancing assisted checkout, to implementing self-service options, to introducing mobile shopping and more — 
retailers must determine the pace of store transformation that fits their unique needs best serves their shoppers

EVOLUTION, NOT REVOLUTION

SUPERIOR POS  
The foundation of the in-store checkout 
experience is based on a point-of-sale 
system that goes beyond transactions 
to enable high-touch service.

SELF CHECKOUT  
The next stage in offering speed and 
convenience is self-checkout, which helps cut 
queues, moves small baskets through lines more 
quickly, and increases front-end efficiency.

TOTAL-STORE SELF SERVICE  
Expand the self-guided shopper 
journey to include stations for item 
lookup, ordering, and more. 

BUY ONLINE,  
PICK UP IN STORE  
Ready to bridge the digital divide? 
Bring the online experience to bricks-
and-mortar to answer the call for 
a “buy anywhere, fulfill anywhere” 
shopping journey.

GRAB & GO 
Some of your shoppers may 
be looking for the latest in 
shopping innovation. Establish 
yourself as a leading brand with 
a cashierless experience. 

MOBILE SHOPPING 
Connect with mobile-first shoppers 
before they even set foot in the 
store — increasing meaningful 
engagement with your brand. 



NCR has the retail heritage and track record to help retailers deliver a 
holistic shopping experience, rather than focus on a single technology. 
With systems deployed across the globe and long-term partnerships 
with hundreds of retailers large and small, NCR knows how to customize 
solutions that transform shopping experiences.

PARTNER  
WITH A PRO 

Video title and branding.



We also know something about 
reinvention. Since introducing the first 
cash register more than 130 years ago, 
we’ve been leading the progression 
of point-of-sale solutions, helping 
bring new innovations such as self-
checkout to the market to meet shopper 
expectations. And we continue to work 
with retailers to prepare for a future 
that looks dramatically different than 
anything the industry has ever seen.

Want to talk more about what “frictionless” might look like for your enterprise? We invite you to 
reach out to us at retail.info@ncr.com — we can help you reinvent today for tomorrow’s growth.



To learn how NCR’s technology can help you in your transformation  
ncr.com/cbe-frictionless

About NCR Corporation 
Why NCR? NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in omni-channel solutions, turning everyday interactions 

with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services, NCR enables 
nearly 700 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small 

business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a 
trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.
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